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What is a machine?What is a machine?

• Of the many definitions, I choose to take a machine to be “a device for 

performing a task ”performing a task.  

• Going further, a machine has a design; it is constructed following some 

i i di i f i b il i iprocess; it uses power; it operates according to information built into it 

when it is fabricated. 

• Although machines are commonly considered to be the products of 

human design and intention, why shouldn’t a complex molecular 

system that performs a function also be considered a machine, even if 

it is the product of evolution rather than of design? p g
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““Two technologies will Two technologies will Two technologies will Two technologies will 
dominate the 21st century dominate the 21st century 

scientifically and industrially :scientifically and industrially :
biotechnology and biotechnology and 

““There is Plenty of Room at There is Plenty of Room at 
the Bottomthe Bottom””biotechnology and biotechnology and 

information technologyinformation technology”” Prof. Richard P. Feynman
December, 1959

California Institute of Technology
http://www zyvex com/nanotech/feynman html

Bill Gates
http://www.microsoft.com/billgates/default.asp
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NanoparticlesNanoparticles, Proteins, and , Proteins, and 
“ l l f

pp , ,
Nucleic Acids:Nucleic Acids:

Biotechnology Meets Biotechnology Meets 
Materials ScienceMaterials Science

““Biology is not only for Biology is not only for 
biologistsbiologists””

H ld E  VMaterials ScienceMaterials Science Harold E. Varmus
The 1989 Nobel Prize Winner in Physiology or 

medicine



New Paradigm for Bio-Related Industryg y

Mi i t i ti f h i lMiniaturization of chemical 
instrumentation has become an 
increasingly important component for 
genomic and proteomic applications, 
as well as drug discovery and 
development researchp
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What is nanotechnology?gy

• Nanotechnology refers broadly to a field of applied science and 

technology whose unifying theme is the control of matter on the 

atomic and molecular level in scales smaller than 1 micrometre, ,

normally 1 to 100 nanometers, and the fabrication of devices within 

that size rangethat size range.

• It is a highly multidisciplinary field, drawing from fields such as applied 

h i t i l i ll id l i d i h iphysics, materials science, colloidal science, device physics, 

supramolecular chemistry, and even mechanical and electrical 

engineering. 

• Nanotechnology can be seen as an extension of existing sciences into 

the nanoscale, or as a recasting of existing sciences using a newer, 

more modern term.



Two main approaches in nanotechnologypp gy

• In the "bottom-up" approach, materials and devices are built from 
l l hi h bl h l h i ll bmolecular components which assemble themselves chemically by 

principles of molecular recognition. 
• In the "top-down" approach, nano-objects are constructed from larger p pp , j g

entities without atomic-level control. The impetus for nanotechnology 
comes from a renewed interest in colloidal science, coupled with a new 
generation of analytical tools such as the atomic force microscope (AFM)generation of analytical tools such as the atomic force microscope (AFM), 
and the scanning tunneling microscope (STM). 

• Combined with refined processes such as electron beam lithography and 
l l b it th i t t ll th d lib tmolecular beam epitaxy, these instruments allow the deliberate 

manipulation of nanostructures, and led to the observation of novel 
phenomena.



Examples of nanotechnologyExamples of nanotechnology

• Examples of nanotechnology in modern use are the manufacture p gy
of polymers based on molecular structure, and the design of 
computer chip layouts based on surface science. 

• Despite the great promise of numerous nanotechnologies such as• Despite the great promise of numerous nanotechnologies such as 
quantum dots and nanotubes, real commercial applications have 
mainly used the advantages of colloidal nanoparticles in bulk 
f h t l ti ti t ti ti dform, such as suntan lotion, cosmetics, protective coatings, and 
stain resistant clothing.



What is nanobiotechnology?What is nanobiotechnology?

• Nanobiotechnology is the branch of nanotechnology with biological 
and biochemical applications or uses Nanobiotechnology often studiesand biochemical applications or uses. Nanobiotechnology often studies 
existing elements of nature in order to fabricate new devices. 

• Nanosensors are any biological, chemical, or physical sensory points 
used to convey information about nanoparticles to the macroscopic 
world. 

• Though humans have not yet been able to synthesize nanosensors, 
predictions for their use mainly include various medicinal purposes and 
as gateways to building other nanoproducts such as computer chipsas gateways to building other nanoproducts, such as computer chips 
that work at the nanoscale and nanorobots. 

• Presently, there are several ways proposed to make ‘nanosensors’, 
including top-down lithography, bottom-up assembly, and molecular 
self-assembly. 



Nanoparticle for gene therapyNanoparticle for gene therapy

• A nanoparticle (or nanopowder or nanocluster or nanocrystal) is a• A nanoparticle (or nanopowder or nanocluster or nanocrystal) is a 
microscopic particle with at least one dimension less than 100 nm. 

• Nanoparticle research is currently an area of intense scientific research, 
due to a wide variety of potential applications in biomedical, optical, 
and electronic fields. 

• The National Nanotechnology Initiative of the United StatesThe National Nanotechnology Initiative of the United States 
government has driven huge amounts of state funding exclusively for 
nanoparticle research.



Two types of small machinesyp

• Imagining two types of small machines has captured broad attention• Imagining two types of small machines has captured broad attention.

• one analogous to an existing machine.

• The first is a nanoscale submarine, with dimensions of only a few 

billionths of a meter—the length of a few tens or hundreds of atoms. 

• This machine might, so the argument goes, be useful in medicine by 

navigating through the blood, seeking out diseased cells and g g g g

destroying them. 



Two types of small machinesTwo types of small machines

Th d h ll d bl i di l id i i ll• The second—the so-called assembler—is a more radical idea, originally 
proposed by futurist K. Eric Drexler. 

• This machine has no macroscopic analogue (a fact that is important in p g ( p
considering its ultimate practicality). 

• It would be a new type of machine — a universal fabricator. It would 
make any structure including itself by atomic scale “pick and place”: amake any structure, including itself, by atomic-scale pick and place : a 
set of nanoscale pincers would pick individual atoms from their 
environment and place them where they should go. 

• The Drexlerian vision imagines society transformed forever by small 
machines that could create a television set or a computer in a few 
hours at essentially no cost. y

• It also has a dark side. The potential for self-replication of the 
assembler has raised the prospect of what has come to be called gray 
goo: myriads of self replicating nanoassemblers making uncountablegoo: myriads of self-replicating nanoassemblers making uncountable 
copies of themselves and ravaging the earth while doing so. 



Big questions!Big questions!

• The question now is: What are the most interesting designs to use for 

f t hi ? A d h t if i k ld th ?future nanomachines? And what, if any, risks would they pose? 



Cell as a machineCell as a machine
• Cells include some molecular machines that seem similar to familiar 

human-scale machines: a rotary motor fixed in the membrane of a y

bacterium turns a shaft and superficially resembles an electric motor. 

• Others more loosely resemble the familiar: an assembly of RNA and• Others more loosely resemble the familiar: an assembly of RNA and 

protein—the ribosome—makes proteins by an assembly line–like 

process.

• Some molecular machines have no obvious analogy in macroscopic 

machines: a protein—topoisomerase—unwinds double-stranded DNA 

when it becomes too tightly wound. 

• The way in which these organelles are fabricated in the cell—an 

efficient synthesis of long molecules, combined with molecular self-e fic e t sy t es s o o g o ecu es, co b ed t o ecu a se

assembly—is a model for economy and organization.



Ravaging the earthRavaging the earth

• In a sense, collections of biological cells already have ravaged the earth. 
• Before life emerged, the planet was very different from the way it is 

t d It f d f i i i l it t htoday. Its surface was made of inorganic minerals; its atmosphere was 
rich in carbon dioxide.

• Life rapidly and completely remodeled the planet: it contaminated the p y p y p
pristine surface with microorganisms, plants and organic materials 
derived from them; it largely removed the carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere and injected enormous quantities of oxygen. Overall, aatmosphere and injected enormous quantities of oxygen. Overall, a 
radical change. 

• Cells—self-replicating collections of molecular nanomachines—
completely transformed the surface and the atmosphere of our planetcompletely transformed the surface and the atmosphere of our planet. 

• We do not normally think of this transformation as “ravaging the 
planet,” because we thrive in the present conditions, but an outside 
observer might have thought otherwise. 



THE CELL is a self-replicating structure.p g

• THE CELL is a self replicating structure• THE CELL is a self-replicating structure. 
• It takes in molecules from its environment, processes some of them for 

fuel, and reworks others into the pieces it uses to make, maintain, 
move and defend itself. 

• DNA stores the information needed for fabrication and operation from 
one generation to the nextone generation to the next. 

• One kind of RNA (messenger RNA, or mRNA) serves as the temporary 
transcript of this information, “telling” ribosomes which protein to 

k M b id t t th t l th kimake. Membranes provide compartments that enclose the working 
parts, house portals that control the flux of molecules into and out of 
the cell, and hold molecules that sense the cell’s environment. 

• Proteins (often cooperating with other molecules) build everything in 
the cell and move its parts when they must be moved. 



The strategy adopted by the cellgy p y

• The strategy adopted by the cell to make its parts—and thus to replicate and 
maintain itself is based on two ideasmaintain itself—is based on two ideas. 

• The first is to use a single, conceptually straightforward chemical process—
polymerization—to create large, linear molecules. 

• The second is to build molecules that spontaneously fold themselves into 
functional, three-dimensional structures. 

• This two-part strategy does not require a difficult and sophisticated three-
dimensional ‘pick-and-place’ fabrication: it simply strings beads (for example, 
amino acids) together into a necklace (a polypeptide) and lets the necklace self-
assemble into a machine (a protein). Thus, the information for the final, 
functional, three-dimensional structure is coded in the sequence of the beads. 

• The three most important classes of molecules in the cell—DNA, RNA and 
proteins—are all made by this strategy; the proteins then make the other 
molecules in the cell. Proteins associate with other molecules— proteins, nucleic 
acids, small molecules— to form larger functional structures. 

• As a strategy for building complex, three-dimensional structures, this method of gy g
linear synthesis followed by various levels of molecular self-assembly is 
probably unbeatable for its efficiency. 



Four interesting nanomachinesFour interesting nanomachines

• The ribosome, made of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and protein, is a 
key: y

• it stands at the junction between information and action—
between nucleic acids and proteins. 
It i t di il hi ti t d hi th t t k th• It is an extraordinarily sophisticated machine that takes the 
information present in mRNA and uses it to build proteins. 



Four interesting nanomachinesFour interesting nanomachines

• The chloroplast, present in plant cells and algae, is a large structure 
h i f l l h d i lthat contains arrays of molecules that act as tuned optical antennas, 
collect photons from sunlight and employ them to generate chemical 
fuel that can be stored in the cell to power its many operations. 

• The chloroplast, incidentally, also converts water to the oxygen that so 
contaminated the atmosphere when life first emerged: the stuff on 
which our lives depend was originally a waste product of cellular light-which our lives depend was originally a waste product of cellular light
harvesting! 









Four interesting nanomachinesFour interesting nanomachines

• The mitochondrion is the power station: it carries out controlled 
combustion of organic molecules present in the cell— typically 
glucose—and generates power for the system. g g p y

• Instead of pumping electrons through wires to run electric 
motors, it generates molecules of ATP that move through the cell 
by diffusion and that are essential contributors to many biologicalby diffusion and that are essential contributors to many biological 
reactions. 



Four interesting nanomachines

• The flagellar motor of bacteria is a specialized but particularly interesting 
nanomachine because it seems so simi lar to human scale motors Thenanomachine, because it seems so similar to human-scale motors. The 
flagellar motor is a highly structured aggregate of proteins anchored in 
the membrane of 

• many bacterial cells that provides the rotary motion that turns the 
flagella—the long whiplike structures that act as the propeller for these 
cells and allow them to propel themselves through water. It has a shaft, p p g ,
like an electric motor, and a structure around the shaft, like the armature 
of a motor. 

• The similarity between flagellar and electrical motors is however largely• The similarity between flagellar and electrical motors is, however, largely 
illusory. The flagellar motor does not act by using electric current to 
generate moving magnetic fields; instead it uses the decomposition of 
ATP t h i th h f th l l th t hATP to cause changes in the shape of the molecules that, when 
combined with a sophisticated molecular ratchet, make the protein shaft 
revolve. 



Molecular motors

• Molecular motors are biological molecular machines that are the 
essential agents of movement in living organisms. Generally speaking, a 

b d f d d h fmotor may be defined as a device that consumes energy in one form 
and converts it into motion or mechanical work; 

• For example, many protein-based molecular motors harness theFor example, many protein based molecular motors harness the 
chemical free energy released by the hydrolysis of ATP in order to 
perform mechanical work. 
In terms of energetic efficiency these types of motors can be superior• In terms of energetic efficiency, these types of motors can be superior 
to currently available man-made motors. 

• One important difference between molecular motors and macroscopic 
motors is that molecular motors operate in the thermal bath, an 
environment where the fluctuations due to thermal noise are significant.



Time reversal behavior of low Reynolds-number flow 



Laminar flow

Turbulent flow



Typical force scale inside cell is a thousand times smaller than Fcrit.Typical force scale inside cell is a thousand times smaller than Fcrit.

Friction rules the world of the cell!



Reynolds number

• In fluid mechanics and heat transfer, the Reynolds number is a 
dimensionless number that gives a measure of the ratio of inertial 
forces to viscous forces (μ / L) and, consequently, it quantifies the 
relative importance of these two types of forces for given flow p yp g
conditions.

Th l d t h t i diff t fl i h• They are also used to characterise different flow regimes, such as 
laminar or turbulent flow: laminar flow occurs at low Reynolds 
numbers, where viscous forces are dominant, and is characterized by 
smooth, constant fluid motion, while turbulent flow occurs at high 
Reynolds numbers and is dominated by inertial forces, which tend to 
produce random eddies, vortices and other flow fluctuations.











Figure 2. Bacterial motor and drive train.

Above: Rotationally averaged reconstruction of electron micrographs 
of purified hook basal bodies The rings seen in the image and labeledof purified hook-basal bodies. The rings seen in the image and labeled 
in the schematic diagram are the L ring, P ring, MS ring, and C ring. 



http://www.rowland.harvard.edu/labs/bacteria/showmovie.php?mov=flagella_d
ic




